TEN RIIINO CONSERVATIONMYTHS AND
MISCONCEPTIONS
by
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The following are ten myths and misconceptions that dominate public perception of rhino
conservationissues. It is only by dispelling myths such as these that we can strive toward
sensibleconservation policies that will securethe long-term future of rhinos.

1.

Rhino horn is used as an aphrodisiac.

Rhino horn is no longer used as an aphrodisiac, and this never was its main use. Its two marn
uses are ornamental and medicinal. In the Middle East, rhino horn is used for making
ceremonial dagger handles; in the Far East it is used as an ingredient in traditional Chinese
medicines. Both these uses have a long historical precedent and are ingrained in the
respective cultures. In the past rhino horn had other uses - for example, the Chinese used it
to make ornamental bowls. In India, people from the Gujarati community once believed that
rhino horn acted as an aphrodisiac, but this is not relevant to the rhino's current predicament.
In Yemen, rhino horn has been in great demand for the last few decades. All Yemeni men
wear traditional daggers called janbiyyas. Rhino horn is highly sought after for making
janbiyya handles, becauseof its unique aestheticqualities. As the handle ages,it acquires a
particularly attractive sheen. The older the handle, the more pronounced this effect becomes.
Antique rhino horn janbiyyas can trade for vast sums of money - US$100,000 and more.
Newly-produced handles trade for more modest sums. In recent years the going wholesale
rate for rhino horn in Yemen has been aboutUS$1,200per kilogram.
The greatest recent decline in African rhino numbers took place in the 1970s. At that time
many Yemeni men went to work in the Saudi oilfields, and greatly increasedtheir disposable
income. The demand for rhino hom janbiyyas increased as they became a type of "yuppie"
status symbol. In recent years the demand has declined somewhat, but it continues to exist.
Rhino horn is used for similar purposesin Oman and the United Arab Emirates.
In China, rhino hom has been used as an ingredient in traditional medicine for several
millennia. Previously, there were rhinos in China itself. These disappearedmany centuries
ago, and rhino populations in other countries were placed under increasing pressure. Ancient
trade routes brought African horn to the Chinese as early as the eighth century AD, although
it was probably always consideredas an inferior substitute.
Rhino horn can be regarded as the Chinese equivalent of Aspirin. It is used to treat a wide
range of ailments including fevers,colds and flu. For someseriouscasesit is consideredthe
only effective remedy - there are no readily available acceptedsubstitutes.
It is remarkable how respectablejournals help to perpetuatethe aphrodisiac myth. The true
uses of rhino horn were published in work by Dr. Esmond Bradley Martin as early as 19J9,
and are widely known among conservationists. Yet the media persist in misinforming the
public, either out of ignorance or for the sake of creating sensation.

2.

Rhino horn does not really work as a medicine, so it is unacceptable to use it.

Many of those who learn of the use of rhino horn in Chinese medicine assumethat it is
simply some sort of "quack medicine", and its use is unacceptable. This view is arrogant and
incorrect. A professorof ethnopharmacologyat Hong Kong University, Paul But, conducted
researchon the effects of rhino horn in 1988. He found that it had mild anti-phyrretic (feverreducing) effects when administeredto rats at high dosages. This shows that rhino horn
probably works in a similar way to a homeopathicmedicine: it has some effect, but this is
very small at recommendeddosages.
Whether rhino horn actually does work in reducing fevers, is of little relevance anyway.
What matters is that Chinese consumersbelieve that it works. This belief is deeply rooted
and strong - it may be that rhino horn medicines induce psychosomatic effects in some
patients. All this means that Chinese doctors and patients are unlikely to change their habits
simply because some Westerners think they are wrong. Would you stop using Aspirin
becausesomeonefrom a distant culture thought that this was inappropriate?
Some people argue that the Chinese should be aware that they are driving a species to
extinction, and that they should opt for alternativesout of compassion. This is a typically
Western approach that ignores Chinese cultural attitudes. There is considerableevidence that
most Chinese do not have the samemoral views concerning animals as Westerners do. Even
if they did, two other points are relevant. First, many consumersare prescribed medicines by
doctors and pharmacists,without even knowing what they contain. Second,any feelings of
compassion for animals are likely to be forgotten when the life of a family member is
threatenedby a serious fever.

3.

Poachers are evil people who deserveto be shot on sight.

Many different types of peoplepoachwild animals. Most of them live in conditions of abject
poverty, and are struggling to keep themselves and their families alive. Often, these people
live on the boundaries of national parks and wildlife reserves which used to be their
traditional hunting grounds. Under colonial rule, indigenous peoples typically had their
traditional rights to hunt taken away. Today they are not allowed to own or use wildlife in
any way. On the other hand, they are allowed to grow and harvest crops, and own and utilise
domesticanimals like cows, goatsand chickens.
Insteadof perceivingwildlife as an asset,many rural peopleexperienceit as a liability. Most
parks and reservesare unfenced, and even if they are fenced, many wild animals are adept at
breaking through all types of fences. Local people have their livestock attackedby dangerous
predators such as lions and tigers, and their crops raided by animals such as elephants.
Frequently these animals also kill people. Not only do the locals receive no benefits from
conservation, but they are seldom compensatedfor their fairly considerable losses. A
marauding elephant can destroy an entire family's annual livelihood in one raid.
In countries such as Zimbabwe, Kenya and India, poachersare shot on sight. This policy has
resulted from incursions by people heavily armed with automatic weapons, who will fire
readily at rangers who try to intercept them. Such poachers are hardened professionals.
When Zimbabwe initiated its shoot-to-kill policy in 1984, it thought that this would be a
deterrentto poachers. It was not. The next decadesaw an onslaughtof incredible intensity
by an increasing number of armed gangs, many of whom travelled great distances from
Zambia. The high probability of getting shot (more than 167 poachers were killed and 48
wounded during this period) did not deter poachers at all. These people were usually

desperate,and would do almost anything to earn the equivalent of several years' wages in
one excursion.
There are regular reports (only some of which appear in the press) of poaching conducted by
government officials. Members of the military are notorious for this, but a surprising number
of incidents involve parks officials and rangers'. Several African wildlife and parks
departmentsare so poorly funded that their staff are seriously underpaid - sometimesthey are
not paid at all for long periods. Many field scouts in remote African parks live on the brink
of starvation- poachingprovidesthem with a meansof subsistence.
4.

Trading in wildlife products is bad and must be stopped to save wildlife.

Cows, sheep,chickens, maize, rice and wheat are specieswhose products are traded daily
around the world on a massivescale. None of thesespeciesis endangered- far from it. The
notion that trade in the products of a speciesis somehow bad for its survival is seriously
flawed. Yet it is this belief that governsmost internationalconservationinitiatives today.
One such initiative is CITES, the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species.
As a United Nations convention, CITES was established to regulate intemational trade in
wild speciesand their products. Speciesare listed on one of three appendices,dependingon
their current status. Appendix 1 applies to critically endangeredspecies, and prohibits any
trade in their products- all rhino specieswere listed on Appendix 1 in the late 1970s.
Since CITES was formed, some twenty years ago, thousandsof specieshave been listed on
its appendices. Few have ever been removed from these lists (and often only becausethey
have become extinct!). If this trend continues,it will only be a matter of time before all
commercially valuable "wild" speciesare subjectedto restrictionsunder CITES.
This trend to prevent trade in speciesand their productsis most unfortunate,becauseit will
probably encouragethe demise of many wild populations. This is because people will
replace wild speciesfrom which they are not legally entitled to benefit, with domestic species
that they may own and use for their benefit at any time.

5.

Harvesting wildlife for commercial purposes is unsustainable.

Many conservation, preservation and animal welfare groups are strongly opposed to the idea
that wildlife may be used "consumptively" in any way. Although mainstream environmental
organisations such as the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and
WWF-International officially support the concept of sustainable use of wildlife, other
environmental groups are strongly opposed to this. At the CITES meeting in November
1994, the Humane Society of the United States, together with a coalition of other radical
environmental groups known as the SpeciesSurvival Network, argued that "sustainable use is
wiping out the world's wildlife". To support their case, they cited examples of instances
where the commercial exploitation of wildlife is being carried out in ar uncontrolled and
unsustainableway.
The argumentsagainstsustainableconsumptiveuse are typically basedon two propositions:
first, that it does not work in practice, and second,that speciesand individual organisms have

' In 1989, a ranger in the Kruger National Park was caught after having shot some thirty white rhinos in his
district of the Park. Recently (in 1995), a further group of field staff were found guilty of poaching in the Park.

"rights" to live (see 6, below). Superficially, such argumentsappear to have some merit, but
closer scrutiny revealsseriousflaws.
There are certainly many examples of wild speciesbeing exploited unsustainably, but equally
there are many examplesof successfulsustainableuse. Examples of the latter include the
commercial production and harvesting of ostriches,crocodiles, antelope and deer, and the
widespread sustainable offtake of trophies in hunting concessions (to name a few). What
determines the difference between successand failure?
In recent years, social scientists have studied the factors that determine whether sustainable
use of wildlife can work. The key to successfulschemesis the existence of appropriate
institutions - property rights, laws, social norms and economic incentives. In the late 1960s
economistsand biologists drew attentionto the so-called"Tragedy of the Commons" - more
accurately described as the theory of open accessto resources. This theory points out a
simple fact: if any resource with commercial value is unowned (or owned in common by a
large number of people), each personhas a greaterincentive to harvestthe resourcethan to
conserveit. This is becausethe benefits of harvestingare capturedby individuals, whereas
the costs are shared across society. This situation is typical of all commercially valuable
resources that are considered "public property", and almost inevitably results in overharvesting.
The only way to preventthis problem, is to establishstrongproperty rights (i.e. ownership or
tenure) and vest these in an individual or group of individuals with a common interest in
managing the resource (theseindividuals are called residual claimants). The larger the group
of residual claimants and the more diverse their interests, the less likely that conservation
will succeed. There are many case studies from around the world that prove this point. A
good example is a comparisonof the fate of two biologically similar animals - the domestic
cow and the North American bison. In the previous century, rights to own live cattle
privately were recognisedin North America, but rights to own bison were not. Bison were
almost hunted to extinction, but cattle thrived.
In several southern African countries, governments recognise the rights of individuals and
communitiesto own and benefit from wild species. This is a fairly recent development,and
has been notably successful. Throughout southern Africa many former cattle farmers are
reestablishingwildlife populations on their land. The game ranching industry is booming,
and numbers of many wild species in South Africa are the highest they have been for a
century. There are robust private markets for live wild species,and these continue to grow
spurred by the growing demands for wildlife-related goods and services - tourism, trophy
hunting, venison, skins and other products.

6.

Exploiting wildlife for commercial purposes is immoral.

Even if it is possible to harvest "wild" speciessustainably,and even if this is beneficial for
conservation, there are many people who argue that this is immoral. These people support
the theory that animals (and sometimesplants) have certain "rights" - in particular they have
the rights not to be killed or subjected to cruelty by humans. This is an important and
interesting argument, but one that presents some extreme practical difficulties. How does
one apply animal rights in the real world? Can we have animal courts where humans can
institute legal actions against others on behalf of animals? There are some people who
believe that this is possible, and even campaign for it. But let us consider some practical
issues.

Humans need to eat other speciesto survive. Some people choosevegetariandiets to avoid
being cruel to animals, but why should animals have superior rights to plants? A large
number of animal rights proponents display preferencestoward animals with characteristics
closer to humans. For example, they would defend the "rights" of chimpanzees more
vigorously than the "rights" of fish. They also display a preference for larger, "charismatic"
species such as elephants. These preferencescall into question a concept of fair natural
"rights" where all organisms are treated equally. It appearsthat many, if not most animals
rights proponents believe that some species deserve more privileged treatment by humans
than others. What objective basisis there for decidingwhich speciesdeserveto have "rights"
equal to humans (such as not to be killed and eaten) and which do not?
There are some strong philosophical arguments against animal rights, but the greatest
downfall of this approach is that it cannot work unless all humans accept it. Individual
humans have the power to control the destiny of animals. They have the power to kill them,
and therefore the power to grant or deny them "rights" to live. Animal rights approachesto
conservation will fail unless they have the support of the substantialmajority.
Few rural people in developing countries consider that wild animals have "rights" to live.
They regard wildlife simply as a potential source of food. Throughout much of Africa, the
native word for wildlife is the same as the word for meat. Rural Africans might accept the
concept of animal rights one day if they becomeurbanised, affluent and accepting of Western
values. But this is unlikely to happen in the foreseeable future. Until this does happen,
animal rights approachesto conservation will simply create local hostility toward wildlife
conservation. Poor rural people will not understandwhy they are being denied accessto land
and animals that could provide them with sources of subsistence. They would rather find
more grazing for their cattle than woffy about the "rights" of rhinos.
The argument that it is immoral to use wildlife for commercial purposes must be considered
against the argument that it is immoral not to use wildlife when it can save peoples lives, or
at least dramatically improve the well-being of impoverished humans. Animal rights
arguments cannot be seen in a vacuum; they frequently imply a trade-off with other moral
issues.

7.

Rhinos need to be killed to obtain their horn.

It is possibleto remove most of a rhino's horn without killing or inflicting pain on the animal.
Rhino horn is made of keratin, the same substanceas our hair and fingernails. Rhinos' horns
grow continuously. The speed of growth diminishes with the age of the animal. Rhinos rub
their horns against tree trunks and rocks, wearing them down and thus creating their tapered
ends.
As a measureto deter poachers,conservationagenciesin Namibia andZimbabwe "dehomed"
certain rhinos. These animals were tranquillised, and their horns removed with chainsaws.
The dehorned rhinos did not behave any differently afterwards, and there did not appearto be
any significant detrimental effects. Dehorning seemedto deter some poachers, but several
dehorned animals were still killed.
They are various possiblereasonsfor this. Conspiracytheoristsbelieve that there is a plan to
wipe out all rhinos, so that the value of illegal horn stockpiles will grow exponentially.
Others think that poachers simply do not want to waste their time repeatedly tracking the
samedehornedrhinos, so they shootthem anyway. It is also impossibleto remove the entire
horn from a rhino without harming it, since a portion is embedded in its skull. Some

poachers may still consider it worthwhile to kill a rhino for the stump that remains after
dehorning.
The deterrent effect of dehorning also has a limited lifespan, becausethe horn grows back
again. The rate of growth is quite rapid, and it is worth noting that most of the dehorned
rhinos that were poached carried about eighteen months of regrowth. It is difficult to
measurethe exact regrowth rate, but a very conservativeestimate is an averageof l}Vo of the
full weight of horn per year'. Under ideal conditions,rhino populationscan increaseat a rate
of 8Vo- 9Voa year, which means that horn production has the potential to reach a compound
rate of 20Vo per year (or even more). This growth potential makes commercial rhino
ranching for horn production a viable and attractive proposition.

8.

There are not enough rhinos left to provide the market with horn.

Research on consumer markets shows that the annual consumption of rhino horn is roughly
1,20Oto 2,000 kilograms per annum in China, Taiwan and South Korea combined. Given
that the averageweight of a black rhino's pair of horns is 2.88 kg and 4 kg for a white rhino,
we would need to harvestthe horns of roughly 400 to 700 black rhinos or 300 to 500 white
rhinos every year to supply the market. This is easily achievable at current population levels
(roughly 2,500 black rhinos and 7,000 white rhinos), althoughit would require participation
of several organisationswith rhino populations under their protection.
In addition to the live horn "on the hoof', there are considerablestockpiles"ofrhino horn in
storage. This includes known legal stockpiles of horn in range states-'and consumer
countries. These legal stockpiles are known to be in excessof 15,000 kg, and there are
likely to be further illegal stockpiles. The total amount of horn on live animals amounts to
roughly 35,000 kg. If we add this to the stockpiles (and ignore any further growth), there is
sufficient horn to supply the main oriental medicinal market for between 25 and 42 years.
Even if current consumptionlevels were higher (or population sizeslower), it would not be
unfeasible to provide horn to the market. The above argument completely ignores the role of
prices. The price systemallocatesand distributesresourcesto those people who want them
the most. Those willing to pay the highest prices acquire the resources. This applies to all
goods and services- there is not enoughof any scarceresourceto supply every person with
as much of it as he or she wants. There are those who may question the morality of the price
system, but it is the basis for functioning markets, and a fact of modern life.
If there are less rhinos (and therefore less horns) available than the market would use at
current prices, then the price is due for an upward adjustment. At higher prices, fewer people
can afford rhino horn products, and therefore fewer would use them. A new market
equilibrium would be reached,with higher prices and lower quantities than before. This fact
has certain implications. If the supply of horn is controlledby illegal operatorsand poachers,
they will make ever-increasing profits as rhinos near extinction. On the other hand, if the
supply is controlled by conservationists,they could turn the high prices to their benefit, by
reaping the large profits themselvesand re-investing them in further production capacity (i.e.
rhino conservation).
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estimatesput this figure as high as 33,3Voper year.

Th"re were collected through confiscations from poachersand smugglers as well as from animals that died
naturally.

The important point to note here is that, whether horn is being supplied to the market legally
or illegally, rhino populations that are not properly managed and protected are unlikely to
survive as long as demand continues to exist at anything near its current levels. Managed
populations have a much greater chance of surviving, but adequate protection is costly.
These costs could be reduced if rhino managerscould dehorn their own rhinos and sell the
horn for profit; dehorning would help to deter poaching, and profits could help to cover
protectioncosts.

9.

We can flood the market and cut out the middleman.

To "flood" a market, one needs to introduce large quantities of a product at very low prices.
These price levels must be maintained long enough to put competing suppliers out of
business. Such action may not be possible for the rhino horn trade. The legal owners of
rhino horn (state conservation agencies)have finite supplies of horn, which may not be
sufficient to completely "flood" the market. If they attempted this and failed, the result
would be disastrous.
Because there are limited numbers of rhinos and stocks of horn remaining, there are strong
incentives for illegal operatorsand wholesalersto speculateon the rhino's extinction. If large
stocks of horn were suddenly introduced onto the market, prices would fall dramatically, but
speculativestockpilerswould buy the horn at theselow prices. Thesespeculatorswould then
wait for the temporary supply glut to disappear,thereafter slowly releasing their stocks onto
the market at high prices. They would make huge profits, the incentives for illegal poaching
would remain in the longer term, and the conservationagencieswould be the losers.
There is only one sensible way for conservation agenciesto become involved in legal trade on an ongoing sustainable basis, and at market prices. By gradually reentering the legal
trade, these agenciescould slowly depressmarket prices. But the incentive for poaching
cannot be reduced dramatically by lowering market prices alone; it is only by reinvesting the
proceeds from legal rhino horn sales into conservation,that such a policy will be truly
successful.The best way to stop rhino poachingis to discouragepoachersin parks and game
reserves by using effective anti-poaching measures, not by trying to tinker with
uncontrollable black market trade.
The best way to protect rhinos in the long term may prove to be a controlled sustainable
"ranching" approach:dehorning selectedrhinos on a regular basis, and selling the horn for
maximum profit to reinvest in adequateprotection. Becausethese rhinos would not be killed,
they would each yield more than a single quota of horn in their lifetime, and the total volume
reaching the market would be greater. This would place further downward pressure on
prices. The combined effects of dehorning, spending more on protection, and satisfying the
market legally with greater volumes of horn should be sufficient to discourage most illegal
poachersand traders.
10.

We can persuade Asian consumers of rhino horn to switch to substitutes.

The rhino horn ban can only work if the Asian consumers of rhino horn are persuaded to
change their buying habits. Traditional doctors and consumerswould need to be persuaded
to change their cultural beliefs, or consumerswould have to be provided with an acceptable
substitute at an acceptableprice. Proponentsof the rhino horn ban seemto think this is easily
achievable. It is not.

The belief in rhino horn as a remedy for serious ailments is deeply embedded in traditional
Oriental medicinal culture. Although most Asian countries have officially outlawed the
domestic sale of medicines containing rhino horn, many traditional doctors continue to
believe that there are no effective substitutes. In countries such as Taiwan and South Korea,
between a quarter and a third of traditional doctors will still prescribe rhino horn for serious
cases. It will be very difficult to change their attitude; either they must be persuaded that
there is another equally effective traditional ingredient, or they must be convinced that
conventional Westerrrmedicines are superior. Neither option seemslikely.
The potential market for traditional oriental medicines is vast, comprising hundreds of
millions of people in China and southeastAsia. The economies of these countries are
developing rapidly, which has implications for future medicinal markets. Some people
believe that economic development will result in Westernisation, and a change in tastes including a switch from traditional to Western medicines. But what if such a change in tastes
does not take place? The increasingaffluencein thesecountrieswill mean that more people
will be prepared to pay higher prices for medicine. Wealthy people may opt for traditional
"natural" remedies in much the same way that many Westerners now opt for alternative
homeopathicand natural medicines. This already seemsto be the case - much of the rhino
horn medicine recently manufactured in China was exported to Chinese communities living
in Western countries, where conventional alternativesare readily available.
To eliminate the use of rhino horn as a medicine would require an unprecedentedmarketing
campaign. Such a campaign would probably involve years of research and massive
expenditure on advertising, personal selling and other forms of promotion. Wildlife NGOs
have neither the funds nor the expertise for this, and it seemsunlikely that anyone else would
have sufficient incentive. Large Western pharmaceutical firms may have an incentive to
market their own competing products, but they are selling an entirely different system of
medicine. They cannot simply replace rhino horn with aspirin; they have to persuadepeople
to switch from traditional medicines with natural ingredients to Western chemically-based
drugs.
Given both the complexity and uncertainty involved with trying to convert the traditional
Oriental medicine market, this approach has dubious merit. Anyway, why try to destroy a
market which, if supply was legal and properly regulated, would be of enormous benefit to
rhino conservation?

